Department of Geography.
Course objectives and Outcomes

F.Y.B.Sc.

Sem.-I
Paper

Objectives

GG.101 Physical Geog. Knowing about the physical
(Lithosphere)
Geography of the earth
understand the natural process
of earth. Affect the distribution
of Resources
GG.102 Physical Geog. Knowing about the climate of
(Atmosphere)
earth. Earth different climatic
zones and elements of
atmosphere
GG.103 Practical Geog. Knowing about diff. Maps and
(Cartography)
cartographic techniques, and
scale direction.

Outcome
Develop the knowledge
about physical Geography

To develop the knowledge
of local micro climate.

To understand the
different Maps and map
reading.

Sem.-II
GG 201Geog.
(lithosphere)

GG.202 Physical Geog
(Hydrosphere)

GG.203 (Practical)
Physical Geog. Map
(projection)

S.Y.B.Sc.

Knowing about the physical
geo of the earth understand the
natural process of earth. Affect
the distribution of Resource
To understand all water bodies
of earth diff. water zones,
Availability of water on earth.
Knowing about diff. Maps
knowledge about weather,
physical, political, ocean
currents and temps maps diff.
all types of maps.

Develop the knowledge
about physical Geography

Knowing about ocean,
seas, lakes, River of the
world knowledge about
local drainage.
To drawing Latitudes and
Longitudes on Paper
drawing the maps.

Sem.-III
GG.301 Environmental
Geog.

GG.302 Phy. Geo. of
Maharashtra
GG.303 Practical Geog

GG.304Regional
Planning development

Knowing about Environment
of earth. Earth environment
sustainable uses of. Resources
of earth. To solve the problem
like pollution, population,
deforesting.
To understand the phy. Geo. of
Maharashtra -River, soil,
climate, vegetation etc.
Knowing about the diff.
elements of maps, Knowledge
about diff. Relief feature and
Drainage.
To focus on Regional
Resources and their proper use
and planning

To understand our
surrounding environment,
encourage the people to
save environment.

Understanding about our
districts, Taluka, our
village physical features.
Knowledge about.
Interpretation of Map,
understand Area of All
sense.
To understand the
knowledge about
Resources and planning.

Sem.-IV
GG.401 Human
Geography

To understand the diff. Race of Understand the effects of
world population, their
surrounding on local
Migration, developments.
people, there occupation/
cloths.
GG.402 Socio, Eco of
To knowing the distribution a Social and economical
Maharashtra
population of M. S. their
culture of M.S. as well as
activities, Industries, and
our local area.
Transportation developed.
GG.403 Practical Geog. Knowing and use of different
To develop the techniques
Surveying
techniques in fields and proper of survey and develop the
and accurate survey.
skill.
GG-404 Field tech and Knowing and use of different
To develop the techniques
survey
techniques in fields and proper of survey and develop the
and accurate survey
skill

